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A simple expression for triples of signs of group Latin squares is given; in
particular we prove that it depends only on the order.
1. INTRODUCTION
We remind the reader that, for n a positive integer, a Latin square of
 .order n is an n = n matrix whose entries or ¨alues, or symbols belong to
a set X of n elements and such that every element of X has exactly one
w xoccurrence in each row and in each column 2 .
For Latin squares and related notions, we shall use in this paper a
w xnotation compatible with that introduced in 7 . Later we consider canoni-
cal Latin squares of order n, i.e., Latin squares whose rows, columns, and
..  4 n.values belong to @n [ 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 ; let L denote the set of such
squares.
With an L g L n. one can associate three sequences of permutations;
the first is given by its rows L , the second by its columns L and ther , y < , c
 ...third by matrices of the values L r, c, ¨ g @n ; with the latter wes¨
denote the binary n = n permutation matrix having the entry in the case
 :r, c equal to 1 iff L s ¨ .r , c
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Consider two structures equivalent to the Latin square L, the well-known
 : < ..4set of triples r, c, L r, c g @n and its characteristic function, i.e.,r , c
 < ..4the binary cube K s K r, c, ¨ g @n with K s 1 iff L s ¨ .r , c, ¨ r , c, ¨ r , c
Moreover, denote M , M , and M , the exchange of roles forRC RV C V
rowsrcolumns, rowsrvalues, and columnsrvalues, respectively.
The evident symmetry of the three dimensions rows, columns, and
. values of L corresponds to the fact that Id , M , M , M , M ,@ n.. RC RV C V RC V
4 n. M is a transformation group for L and the set of cubes isomorphicRV C
.to the symmetric group of three objects .
Here M [ M ( M and M [ M ( M . These transforma-RC V RC RV RV C RV RC
tions act on cubes as rotations by .2pr3, while for Latin squares M isRC
 .simply the transposition and M M acts on L by inverting theRV C V
 .permutations on its columns rows .
  .  .  .:With each L one can associate the triple rssgn L , cssgn L , vssgn L
of the sequences of the signs of the permutations given by the rows,
  .columns, and values, respectively, and the triple of integers rodd L ,
 .  .:codd L , vodd L , giving the number of rows, the number of columns,
and the number of values of L whose associated permutation has negative
sign. Moreover let us write
 :tsgn L [ rsgn L , csgn L , vsgn L .  .  .  .
 .  .  .rodd L codd L vodd L[ y1 , y1 , y1 . : .  .  .
For classifying Latin squares this triple is redundant because
? @nr2n.;L g L : rsgn L csgn L vsgn L s y1 . .  .  .  .
w x w xThis equality was proved by Janssen 5 and Zappa 8 .
Some conjectures concerning the distribution of Latin squares with
 .  .respect to rsgn and rsgn L ? csgn L are well known and are connected to
w xopen problems concerning also graphs and superalgebras 1, 4 .
Looking for a better understanding of these conjectures, we have
studied the group Latin squares, i.e., the Latin squares that represent the
binary operations of finite groups. The signs of these Latin squares are
expressed by a very simple statement. This statement was suggested by
manual verifications, by computer experiments, and by examining particu-
lar families of finite groups cyclic, dihedral, generalized quaternions,
.symmetric, and alternating . In the following section a simple ``composi-
tion-oriented'' proof of the statement is derived. Other simple proofs were
w x w xcommunicated to us by Habsieger 3 and Janssen 6 . The proof given by
Habsieger is based on considerations on group algebra, while Janssen's
w xproof uses her parity theorem of 5 .
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2. SIGNS OF CAYLEY TABLES
< < GConsider a finite group G; let e be its identity, N its order G , g the
 .conjugacy class of g g G, and prd g the period of g, i.e., the minimum
positive integer p s.t. g p s e.
 .Let L:\ lat G, v denote the Cayley table of the group G whose rows
and columns follow a unique linear ordering v of the elements of G. The
determination of such an ordering v is equivalent to writing its elements
as g , g , g , . . . , g ; in order to obtain a canonical Latin square,0 1 2 <G <y1
denote the elements by 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. It may be convenient to consider
the identity of G as the first element, in order to have the Cayley table be
a standard canonical Latin square, i.e., a matrix in L n. having the identity
permutation Id as its first row and as its first column.@ n..
PROPOSITION. The row and the column of L relati¨ e to the element g g G
.. < <..  .are permutations of @ N s @ G gi¨ en by a product of Nrprd g cycles of
 .length prd g .
Proof. Every h g G in the row L belongs to the cyclesg , y
w 2 prd g .y1 x  prd g . .h, gh, g h, . . . , g h remark that g h s h . Every h g G in the
2 prd g .y1w xcolumn L belongs to the cycles h, hg, hg , . . . , hg .< , g
PROPOSITION. The rows L and L y1 ha¨e cycles in the same subsetsg , y g , y
 .of prd g columns and two corresponding cycles are mutually in¨erse; the
 .y1columns L and L ha¨e cycles in the same sets of prd g rows and two< , g < , g
corresponding cycles are mutually in¨erse.
 .Proof. Let p [ prd g ; consider the sequence of columns h, gh,
g 2 h, . . . , g py2 h, g py1h. In the row L one finds gh, g 2 h, g 3h, . . . , g py1h,g , y
py1 py3 py2
y1h; in the row L one finds g h, h, gh, . . . , g h, g h.g , y
 .  .  .prd g .y1.?Nrprd g ..LEMMA 1. sgn L s sgn L s y1 .g , y < , g
Consequently the sign of a row or of a column line of a Cayley table
does not depend on the ordering of the elements of the group. This allows
 .  .  .for the use notations as sgn G , rodd G , and vsgn G instead ofg , y
 .  .  .sgn L , rodd L , and vsgn L , respectively.g , y
We have to consider the partition of a group G associated with the
 <  . 4function period and we use notations as G [ g g G :prd g s p , G p4 ) 24
 <  . 4  <  . 4[ g g G :prd g ) 2 , G [ g g G :prd g g 2N . Moreover, let us2N4
 y14 y1 call every subset g, g with g g G and g / g a cdi couple of
.mutually different inverses .
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 4PROPOSITION. G s e ;14
G is the set of the nontri¨ ial in¨olutions of G;24
G is the union of cdi 's and has e¨en cardinality;) 24
< < < < < <G g 2N q 1 m G s B; G g 2N m G g 2N q 1.24 24
 .   ..PROPOSITION. The Latin square M L M L is obtained from LC V RV
 .by interchanging the rows columns relati¨ e to its cdi's.
PROPOSITION 2.
< <G r2) 24sgn G s sgn M L s sgn G y1 .  . . .  . .< , gsg RV < , g
< <G r2) 24s sgn M L s sgn G y1 . .  . .  . .g , yC V g , y
PROPOSITION.
< <vodd G s rodd G iff G g 4N, .  . ) 24
< <vodd G s N y rodd G iff G g 4N q 2. .  . ) 24
PROPOSITION.
< <vsgn G s rsgn G iff G g 4N, .  . ) 24
N < <vsgn G s y1 rsgn G iff G g 4N q 2. .  .  . ) 24
THEOREM.
< <  :G s 4h « tsgn L s q , q, q ; .
< <  A : N A : N A : N :G s 4h q 1 « tssgn G s q , q , q .
 :« tsgn L s q , q, q ; .
< <  :G s 4h q 2 « tsgn L s y , y, y ; .
< <  A : N A : N A : N :G s 4h q 3 « tssgn G s q , q , y .
 :« tsgn L s q , q, y . .
Here we denote sA : N the sequence of N copies of s.
< <Proof. If G is odd, every element g has an odd period and Lemma 1
 .  .  .implies that sgn G s q; consequently rodd G s codd G s 0 andg , y
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 .  . < < < <rsgn L s csgn L s q. Moreover G s G y 1. Therefore, by) 24
< <  . < <Proposition 2, G s 4h q 1 implies sgn G s 1 and G s 4h q 3 im-sg
 .plies sgn G s y1, i.e., the second and the fourth assertions.sg
< <  .4 h r2If G s 4h, the lines corresponding to involutions have sign y1 s
1, the elements with odd period and the elements whose period p is even
and s.t. 4hrp is even have sign 1, while the elements whose period p is
even and s.t. 4hrp is odd have sign y1; the elements of this last subset of
 .G occur in a certain number of cdi's, so that rodd G is even and2N4
 .rsgn G s q.
By Proposition 2, the sequence of the signs associated with the values
G , when G g 4N, is equal to the sequence of the signs associatedsg ) 24
with the rows and exhibits the opposite signs if G g 4N q 2; in both) 24
 .cases vsgn G s q.
< <  .4 hq2.r2If G s 4h q 2, the involutions have sign y1 s y1 and occur
in an odd number, while the elements in the cdi's with sign y occur in
 .  .  .couples; hence rsgn G s csgn G s y. For the relation between rsgn G
 .and vsgn G the same considerations hold and we can conclude that
 .vsgn G s y.
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